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ABSTRACT

In this paper we propose a new approach to tackling the challenging problem of robust fundamental matrix estimation
from corrupted correspondences. Compared with traditional robust methods, the proposed approach achieves enhanced
estimation accuracy and stability. These achievements are attributed mainly to two novelties contributed by the new
approach. Firstly, a new, more easily-solvable analytic objective function is proposed to well consider both the presence
of correspondence outliers and the computational convenience. Secondly, an adjusted gradient projection method is
developed to provide a more stable solver for robust estimation. Experimental results show that the proposed approach
performs better than traditional robust methods RANSAC, MSAC, LMEDS and MLESAC, in particular when
correspondences were seriously corrupted.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In a stereo camera system, the fundamental matrix reflects both of cameras' intrinsic and external parameters [1][2]. As an
algebraic representation of the epipolar geometry of the system, it plays a crucial role in a large number of computer
vision applications, such as 3D construction, feature matching, and structure from motion. Therefore, estimating and
optimizing the fundamental matrix, in particular from corrupted correspondences, has attracted considerable research
attention in the past few years.

The algorithms to estimate the fundamental matrix can be roughly divided into four types [3][4]: linear methods, distance-
based or gradient-based iterative methods, global optimization methods, and robust methods.

The first type of algorithms is linear methods, such as the well-known seven-point [5] and eight-point [6] algorithms and
their variants [7][8][9][10]. The advantage of this type of methods is that the fundamental matrix can be directly calculated,
thus with low computational complexity. However, their accuracies are quite poor when correspondences are corrupted
by outliers. The second type of algorithms is iterative methods. The core idea of this group of algorithms is to give each
correspondence a weight. The weight can depend on the distances between points and epiploar lines [5][11][12], or be
decided by gradients [1][13]. Although iterative methods are more accurate than linear methods, they still cannot cope well
with outliers. The third type of algorithms is global optimization methods [4][14][15][16]. Although these often
computationally-intensive methods perform well under small noise, they also cannot cope well with outliers [2]. The
fourth type of algorithms is robust methods, which mitigate the effect of outliers through weighting the residual of each
correspondence by robust estimators such as the M-estimator [1][17][18]. The RANSAC [5], MSAC [9] and LMEDS [9]

algorithms are similar robust methods, based on randomly selecting a set of points to calculate the fundamental matrix
by using a linear method, and then choosing the best in terms of certain measures. The MLESAC [19] and MAPSAC [20]

both are improved RANSAC. However, these sampling-based methods suffer from several weakness[2], and they cannot
guarantee to converge to an optimum in practice especially when the number of outliers is unknown and/or the number
of samples is limited. To tackle this, [2] proposed a convex optimization approach to robust estimation of fundamental
matrix. It performs well, but the algorithm requires to solve a sequence of semi-definite programming problems, more
time-consuming than traditional robust methods.

In this context, by exploiting the advantages of both traditional robust methods and optimization, this paper proposes a
new, more accurate, stable and easily-solvable approach, for robust fundamental matrix estimation from corrupted
correspondences with outliers. To achieve this, two innovative contributions are made in our proposed approach. Firstly,
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a new, more easily-solvable analytic objective function is proposed to consider well both the presence of correspondence
outliers and the computational convenience, such that unlike the sampling-based robust methods, the proposed method
can converge to an optimum readily and robustly. Secondly, an adjusted gradient projection method is developed as a
more stable solver to solve the constrained optimization problem of robust fundamental matrix estimation.

Figure 1. Framework of robust fundamental matrix estimation by the proposal approach.

The framework of robust fundamental matrix estimation by the proposed approach is depicted in Figure.1. It includes
four steps: 1) a vectorization step to reform the homogeneous coordinates x and y to their vector version u (see (7a)); 2)
a traditional robust-approach step to obtain the initial fundamental matrix 0F (or its vector version 0f ); 3) the proposed-

approach step to solve the optimization problem (9) to obtain an optimal solution *f through an improved gradient
projection method [21]; and 4) a reshape step to reform the fundamental matrix from its vector version *f to matrix
*F .

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, a new analytic objective function is proposed. In section 3, an
adjusted gradient projection method is developed to solve the constrained optimization problem proposed in section 2.
Comparative experiments and results analysis are presented in section 4, and conclusions are drawn in section 5.

2. A NEW ANALYTIC OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
2.1 Problem statement

Given a pair of images of the same scene from two cameras, the fundamental matrix F satisfies the epipolar constraint

0FxyT  (1)

where T
xx vu )1,,(x and T

yy vu )1,,(y are the homogeneous coordinates of the corresponding points that the same

3D point projected in two images. The fundamental matrix F itself can be decomposed as
-1-T R)K(tKF  (2)

where K is the camera intrinsic matrix; vector t and matrix R express the translation and rotation of the cameras,
respectively; the operator  express the cross operation. Hence if 0t , matrix F is of rank deficit, i.e. the determinant
of F is zero. In addition, to eliminate the influence of the modulus of F and avoid trivial solution 0F  , F is
normalized. Then problem (1) can be rewritten as

0FxyT  (3)

0F )(det (4)

02


F
F (5)

2.2 A new analytic objective function

2.2.1 Using analytic mapping )(m
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Figure 2. Mapping functions.

Because of the errors from feature extraction and outliers, requirement (3) is not satisfied in most cases. Hence,  -norm


FxyT is used instead as the loss from estimating fundamental matrix F . Traditionally,  is set to 1. Moreover, to

reduce the influence of outliers on the  -norm, following the strategies in robust statistics, RANSAC [5] and MSAC [9]

construct a mapping function )(m to shrink large losses, as illustrated in Figure.2. As )(m is an even function, the
estimation of F from N correspondences can be rewritten as the following optimization problem:




N

i
i

T
i Fxym

1
)(min (6)

0)det(.. Fts , (7)

12 
F

F . (8)

For sampling-based traditional robust methods, such as RANSAC [5], MSAC [9], LMEDS [9] and MLESAC [19], an
approximate fundamental matrix is obtained by a linear method like the eight-point algorithm [6] from a set of sample
points, and repeating this can attain a set of matrices, from which the matrix with the smallest loss is selected. However,
this approximate solution may not reach the optimum of problem (6)~(8). Moreover, the mapping functions )(m of
RANSAC and MSAC are not analytic functions, hence gradient-based methods cannot be directly applied.

To solve these problems, we propose an analytic mapping

22

22

)(
xx

xx

ee
eexm












 . (9)

Our proposal is an analytic approximate to the )(m of MSAC [9] (see the black curve in Figure.2), so that problem
(6)~(8) can be easily solved by gradient-based methods.

2.2.2 Using angle loss 

Figure 3. Vector relationship.
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The error function


FxyT is affected by the position of the correspondence. To mitigate this effect, normalizing the

correspondence can be considered. To illustrate better, we rewrite (1) in a linear form as that in linear methods:

0fuT  , (10)

where u is a combinatorial representation of the correspondence between x and y , and f is a vector version of
fundamental matrix F :

T
yyxxyxyxxyxy ,v,u,v,vv,vu,u,uv,uu 1)(u , (11)

TFFFFFFFFF ),,,,,,,,,( 332313322212312111f . (12)

Equation (10) indicates that vectors u and f should be perpendicular to each other, which is however not so given the

loss. As illustrated in Figure.3,  is the super-plane perpendicular to vector f ;


u is the projection of vector u on

super-plane  ; and  is the angle between vectors u and


u . Ideally, u should coincident with


u , that is, the angle 
should be zero. But in practice due to corrupted correspondence,  is not zero for most correspondences. Hence the
angle  itself can be used as a surrogate of the normalized loss, which enjoys the advantage of not being affected by the
modulus of u :













fu
fufu,

T

arcsin)( . (13)

2.2.3 New constrained optimization problem

After proposing a new mapping function (9) and a new error function (13), now we can build a new objective function
for the constrained optimization problem (6)~(8):

)(min f
Sf

P


(14)

)2,1(0)(..  iQts i f , (15)

where S denotes the intersecting super-surface of constraints 0f )(1Q and 0f )(2Q , and





N

i
mP

1
))(()( f,uf i , (16)

)()()()( 7584376942869511 fffffffffffffffQ f , (17)

1)(
1

2
2 



N

i
ifQ f . (18)

3. AN ADJUSTED GRADIENT PROJECTIONMETHOD
3.1 A gradient projection (GP) method

Since both )( fP and )( fiQ are complex functions, it is not easy to apply the KKT conditions to solve the constrained
optimization problem (14)~(15). Here we adjust a gradient projection method [21] to fit for the characteristics of
fundamental matrix, with its initial solution 0f obtained by a traditional robust method like RANSAC.
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Figure 4. A gradient projection method.

We first introduce the gradient projection method [21] and illustrate its iterative process in Figure.4. Each of its iterations
(from 1-kf to kf ) consists of three steps: 1) projecting gradient )( 1 kP f (red arrow in Figure.4) of objective function

)( 1kP f to the tangent direction )(ˆ 1 kP f (magenta arrow) of the constraints super-surface S ; 2) gradient

descending along the tangent direction )(ˆ 1 kP f of S from point 1-kf to point kf̂ ; and 3) projecting point kf̂ to

point kf on S to satisfy the constraints. The mathematical expressions corresponding to these three steps are

)]([)(ˆ 11   kk PLP ff , (19)

)(ˆ-ˆ
11   kkk P fff  , (20)

)ˆ( kff Ck  , (21)

where )(L and )(C are the projection functions required in step 1 and step 3, respectively, which need to be well
adjusted to our robust fundamental matrix estimation problem.

3.2 Adjusting the GP method

Figure 5. Implementation of projection function )(L .
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3.2.1 Finding )(L

The projection function )(L is to project gradient )( fP of objective function )( fP to the tangent super-plane

( 1 ) of S at point f , and the resultant projection is )(ˆ fP . To simplify calculation, suppose the projection of

gradient to the vertical super-plane ( 2 ) at point f is )(~ fP , where 2 is defined by the normal direction of super-
surface S at f . Because

)()(~)(ˆ fff PPP  , (22)

attaining )(ˆ fP is equivalent to obtaining the projection )(~ fP on super-plane 2 . Then as shown in Figure.5, to

obtain )(~ fP , we only need to build an optimization problem as

2

},{
)(~-)(min

21 F
PP ff

λ


 
, (23)

where the normal direction  


2

1
)()(~

i ii QP ff  , with 0)( fiQ the constraints to build S . This problem

can be simply solved by the method of least squares (LS).

3.2.2 Approximating )(C

In step 3 we need to use the projection function )(C to project kf̂ to a point kf on the constraints super-surface S .

Instead of projecting along the super-plane 2 , we utilize an adjusted approach to projecting kf̂ to the closest point on

S , which is equivalent to solve the following optimization problem:

2ˆ-min
FkkSf

ff
k

. (24)

Since f is a 9-dimensional vector, implementing )(C by solving optimization problem (24) is not easy. Hence here
we realize this by adjusting an approximate method [1] to the characteristics of fundamental matrix. More specifically, we
first transform kf̂ to satisfy the constraint (7) by applying singular value decomposition (SVD) to the fundamental

matrix F reshaped from kf̂ , shrinking the minimum singular value to zero to ensure rank deficient, and restoring F .

Then we normalize F to satisfy the constraint (8).

By developing this adjusted approximate method involving no gradient descent, and projecting along the shortest path
from kf̂ to kf , we reduce the risk of unstable projection to an opposite direction due to any local optimum on the path.

Combining the implementations of )(L and )(C , the algorithm of our proposed approach is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Proposed robust fundamental matrix estimation

Input: { yx, }
Output: *F
1: Vectorize the correspondences: {u } { yx, };

2: Obtain initial fundamental matrix vector 0f : 0f  {u };
3: Set iterative parameters: ,,0 Kk  ;
4: repeat
5: 1 kk ;
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6: Calculate )( fP and )( fiQ at point 1-kf ;

7: Estimate parameters  by (13):   ))()(( ff iQP  ， ;

8: Calculate projected gradient )(ˆ fP at point 1-kf : )()()(ˆ 2

1
fff ii i QPP   

 ;

9: Update kf̂ : )(ˆ-ˆ
- fff 1kk P  ;

10: Reshape:F  kf̂ ;

11: Singular value decomposition for F : (F)VD,U, SVD][ ;

12: Set the minimum singular value zero: 033D ;

13: Inverse singular value decomposition to restore F : TUDVF  ;
14: Normalization:

F
FF/F  ;

15: Reshape: kf  F ;

16:until Kk  or  1-kk ff ;

17: Reshape to obtain optimal solution: *F  *f

4. EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Datasets

In the experiments, we use both synthetic and real datasets to verify the efficiency of the proposed approach.

The synthetic dataset is generated by the following steps: 1) generating a 3D scene set { X } consisting of 400 points
distributed randomly; 2) randomly setting the camera translation ( t ), rotation ( R ) and intrinsic parameter ( K ); 3)
generating correspondences {  yx, } by projecting { X } to both cameras; 4) selecting 200 correspondences from

{  yx, } as the test set; 5) selecting another 100 correspondences as the training set.

The real dataset that we used is VGG, University of Oxford. It contains six pairs of stereo images: House, Library,
Wadham, Merton I, Merton II and Merton III.

4.2 Experimental protocol

Experimental set-up: For each pair of images from the VGG or synthetic dataset, we ran seven sets of experiments, with
10-70 training correspondences randomly picked and corrupted by large Gaussian noise (i.e. outlier number oN =10-70),
respectively. Each set of experiments was run 50 times.

Performance measures: We compared different robust methods in terms of two performance measures on the test set:





N

i
ErrorAbsolute

1
i

T
i Fxy , (25)





N

i
ErrorAngle

1
)( f,ui . (26)
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4.3 Experimental results and analysis

Table 1. Mean(and standard deviationi) of absolute error. Table 2. Mean(and standard deviationi) of angle error.

In the experiments we compare the performance of the proposed approach with other robust methods including
RANSAC [5], MSAC [9], LMEDS [9] and MLESAC [19]. For all these methods, the number of iterations was set to 500,
and in each iteration the fundamental matrix was calculated by using the eight-point method [6].

The results on the synthetic dataset are summarized in Tables 1-2, where the proposed approach performs the best (in
bold), with both the smallest mean of errors, indicating that the estimation accuracy of fundamental matrix is improved,
and the smallest variance of errors, indicating that the estimation stability is also improved. The improvement is
generally more remarkable when the number of outliers increases.

Some results on the real dataset areshown in Figures.6-7 , which clearly indicate that the proposed approach performs
consistently better than the compared methods. Once again, with the proportion of outliers increasing, the gap between
the methods becomes larger, indicating the improvement induced by the proposed method becomes more substantial.

Figure 6. Absolute error on the VGG dataset.

Figure 7. Angle error on the VGG dataset.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed a new approach to robust fundamental matrix estimation from corrupted correspondences. In order
to improve the accuracy and stability of robust fundamental matrix estimation, a new analytic objective function has
been proposed and an adjusted gradient projection method is developed. Experiment results on both synthetic and real
datasets demonstrate that the proposed approach performs better than traditional robust methods, particularly when the
corruption in correspondences is serious.
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